In islet-specific glucose-6-phosphatase-related protein, the beta cell antigenic sequence that is targeted in diabetes is not responsible for the loss of phosphohydrolase activity.
There are three members of the glucose-6-phosphatase (G6Pase) family: (1) the liver/kidney/intestine G6Pase-alpha (encoded by G6PC), which is a key enzyme in glucose homeostasis; (2) the ubiquitous G6Pase-beta (encoded by G6PC3); and (3) the islet-specific G6Pase-related protein (IGRP, encoded by /G6PC2). While G6Pase-alpha and G6Pase-beta are functional glucose-6-phosphate hydrolases, IGRP possesses almost no hydrolase activity. This was unexpected since G6Pase-alpha is more closely related to IGRP than G6Pase-beta. Recently, amino acids 206-214 in IGRP were identified as a beta cell antigen targeted by a prevalent population of pathogenic CD8+ T cells in autoimmune diabetes, suggesting that this peptide confers functional specificity to IGRP. We therefore investigated the molecular events that inactivate IGRP activity and the effects of the beta cell antigen sequence on the stability and enzymatic activity of G6Pase-alpha. Studies were performed using site-directed mutagenesis and transient expression assays. Protein stability was evaluated by Western blotting, proteasome inhibitor studies and in vitro transcription-translation. We showed that the residues responsible for G6Pase activity are more extensive than previously recognised. Introducing the IGRP antigenic motif into G6Pase-alpha does not completely destroy activity, although it does destabilise the protein. The low hydrolytic activity in IGRP is due to the combination of multiple independent mutations. The loss of catalytic activity in IGRP arises from the sum of many sequence differences. G6Pase-alpha mutants containing the beta cell antigen sequence are preferentially degraded in cells, which prevents targeting by pathogenic CD8+ T cells. It is possible that IGRP levels in beta cells could dictate susceptibilities to diabetes.